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� e Response is a one-o�  printed booklet and accompanying on-line magazine, collating articles produced 
by Fabrica sta�  and the Volunteer Team. It is so-named a� er its endeavour to capture the team’s emotional 
and intellectual responses to Steven Eastwood’s triptych � lm installation “ � e Interval and the Instant “ in 
the form of research, photography, poetry and prose.

The Intro’ and the Outro’.
Eastwood’s installation follows patients at a hospice on the Isle of Wight who are terminally ill with cancer.
Documentary � lmmaking as started in 1895 by the brothers Auguste and Louis Lumiere, o� ered a new visual 
code of  “actualities “. 
For this  � lm the artist was given permission by one patient to capture his dying moments; making this a 
poignant and unique insight into a profound “actuality” rarely seen in contemporary art.
� is Fabrica commission contemplates the act of dying and the end of life.
We, the Response Team, have been its observers.

 “In teaching us a new visual code, photographs alter and enlarge our notions of what is worth 
looking at and what we have the right to observe.”

If in this a quote from Susan Sontag’s book “On Photography”. we were to substitute the word “ photographs 



““ with “Eastwood’s artwork” it could equally describe this profound and beautiful � lm.

Suggested reading: 
Susan Sontag .  Styles of Radical Will.  Chapter1. � e Aesthetics of Silence.   
Published by Secker and Warburg, London. 1969.

Sound :
 Laurie Anderson. Homeland. Track 1 Transitory Life.
Album 2010. 
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Dying  Echoes

We lock eyes, you and I, my lovely friend.

We, who share memories of Irish girlhoods, the whispered hopes, dreams of married bliss, watching with joy 
the growing fruits of our wombs as we carried our future children.
Next time it would be you my darling close companion;
bonded Aunt to my precious girls.

I sit locked in your twilight gazes as we share those parting embraces, 
drinking in the essences of ending dreams and not-to-be shared futures.

Too soon it ends as slowly your eyes dri�  away towards the kind drip
And blessed relief � oods in.

� e � oat to oblivion.

Colette McDowell





Ashlee Balnave



The Eternal Now

‘You only live in the eternal now’ says Alan while smoking a cigarette, unravelling a de� nition of time. He knows 
his days are counted. � e Interval and the Instant by Steven Eastwood explores such moments of end of life with 
Alan, Jamie and Roy in the poetic setting of the the Isle of Wight. � e immersive piece presents a longitudinal trip-
tych of footage where sequences shot at the Earl Mountbatten hospice are intertwined with views of the island. 

� e juxtaposed images inform each other; not only do the images of nature de� ne the mood of a scene that is tak-
ing place in the hospice, but they also allow the artist to install a visual pause in the rhythm of the piece. � e work 
gently guides the eye to focus on the screens where Alan, Jamie or Roy are present. � e visual pause is a hand to 
hold onto, as one experiences the piece, and brings my own breathing to a halt as I witness Alan exhale for the last 
time. � e Interval and � e Instant operates on many levels: from the magnitude of the end of life, to the emotional 
response it radiates, to the visual language deployed in the piece which opens up many avenues of interpretation. 
Among all the possible interpretations, I am drawn to the philosophical examination of time which infuses � e 
Interval and the Instant.

If the title evokes a linear portrayal of time, this perception is challenged by the temporality of the piece. A pier 
obscured by the fog, the shape of bare branches on a dawn sky, waves crashing on rocks; all are fragments of con-
templation o� ered by the island. � ese fragments reveal the immensity of thoughts and feelings in the face of 
mortality, leaving me with a sense of time being suspended. Alan’s statement on nowness emphasises a vision of 
time suspended which also � nds its expression in circular objects placed throughout the work by Eastwood. � e 
circle becomes a calming visual cue, as in the face of an owl, and is both paradoxically a symbol of non-time and 
the cyclical pattern of the � lm looping. To me, the circle is a key concept here, as it embodies a polysemic view of 
time and may even represent death. A� er seeing � e Interval and the Instant, Alan’s words remain in my thoughts: 
one is indeed eternally in the now.  

Nils Jean 



Life and Death Masks 
puppet heads for Memory and Meaning 
project 2017

Pauline Buck
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Hold Me

Laura Hargreaves
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Contemplation
Anne Fortis



Hugh

If only you could see us now mate.
We’re all talking about it.

We’re all mad as hell and we’re not supposed to be 
taking it any more.
But we are.

We’ve turned into talkers, thinkers, feelers and 
non-doers Hugh.
� e UK turned into a settee.

Depression has turned just as deadly as AIDs
and has many more su� erers.

Money is scarce and drugs are everywhere.

Not that much has changed.

You wouldn’t be shocked.

Late to the funeral, us three.

Mum and Dad couldn’t have taken well to your
two last � ngers sticking up in the ground.

Your Irish life,
Your Dutch life,
Your South-American life,
Your life with us in Greenwich.

Scrapes, japes and jollies,
splintered and permeated with your heady, cloudy 
sediment.

At the bottom of a glass.

At the end of a line.
At the corner of the bag
and at the butt of a toke.

You were the cheekiest.

Philosophy House, six years ago,
there was a full plate of cocaine on the kitchen table.



It was 7am and I’d risen
to � nd you dozing o�  on a chair.

I woke you gently,
you slipped o�  home,
but not before telling me to � nish it,
like it was le� over pizza.

Halves were for losers.
I continuously endeavour to elbow life in the face
just for you.

It must’ve been one hell of a party that night
because you were there.

If I can � nd your grave 
I will chuck you a score.

Don’t worry about paying it back.

Sam Gilbert
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Donate To Us

� e easiest and most direct way to support Fabrica is 
by making a donation.

Your generous support will help us to:
. Present thought-provoking and ambitious exhibi-
tions
. Support artists with practical advice, mentoring and 
through our residencies
. Provide inclusive and creative volunteering oppor-
tunities for people of all background to build their 
con� dence and gain invaluable experience.
. Deliver projects with older people, young people 
and children, giving them the opportunity to enjoy 
and learn from contemporary art.

If you would like to make a donation to Fabric please 
visit: www.fabrica.org.uk/support-usnp


